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Basic info about UK insulin pumps
Pat Reynolds takes a quick look at the insulin pumps sold in the UK 

This page has basic information: you are encouraged to visit the comparison table at the 
Insulin Pumpers US site, and companies' own pages to find the details. I have tried to 
identify the unique selling points of each pump. Different features will be more or less 
beneficial (or irritating) for different users; unfortunately, it will take you some months 
of pumping before you find out what kind of pumper you are! 

The pumps currently on offer, in order of ease of use of website (only the top-of-the-
range pump is described - non-NHS customers may find the others are cheaper): 

Deltec Cozmo

  
Deltec Cozmo pump

●     Contact details: 
❍     Deltec Cozmo 

distributed by 
www.cozmore.com. 
Only a shame that 
the website doesn't 
have a page that 
details product 
(potential) 
availability in the UK. 

❍     Smiths Medical does 
not currently have a 
UK rep. 

●     48 rates per profile - ideal 
for someone who has need 
for different amounts of 
insulin at different times (if 
Lantus is a nightmare for you, this may be the pump for you). 

●     4 different profiles - good for someone who has different profiles at different points 
in a menstruation or shift cycle - also look at the Spirit if this concerns you. 

●     Temporary basal can be set for up to 72 hours - ideal for someone who finds that 
they regularly do something which changes their insulin needs for this long. 

●     Choice of the step in boluses - up to 5 units per step, and total bolus of 75 units - 
ideal for someone who needs to give extremely large boluses. 

●     1 unit bolus takes from 1 to 5 minutes - ideal for someone who makes mistakes 
and wants to catch them, and, I hear, more comfortable for those taking large 
boluses. 

●     You tell it your blood glucose or how much carb you've just eaten, and it will 
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suggest what you should bolus. And if you've still got insulin on board from a 
previous correction, it will take that into the calculation. Even more clever: it will 
tell you if you have not bolussed for a meal! Ideal for forgetful types, and those 
who count on their fingers... Even better... Coming soon! A BG meter which will tell 
the result direct to the pump (look at the Paradigm if you want this feature now). 

●     Waterproof - ideal for sports-people, and some swimmers (i.e. those who find they 
can't cope with being pumpless while swimming). Cozmo is fine for normal 
swimming. 

●     Probably the only pump on the market which you can programme from a PC (check 
out the Paradigm, too, as you can certainly download from pump to PC, and may 
be able to upload to the pump, too). 

Accu-Chek Spirit

 
Accu-Chek Spirit pump

The Accu-Chek Spirit pump is manufactured and distributed by 
Roche Diagnostics. Roche have taken over the pump operations 
of Disetronic. 

●     Contact details: 
❍     Website: www.accu-chek.co.uk 
❍     Email: lewes.insulinpumps@roche.com 
❍     Accu-Chek Pump Care Line 0800 7312291 

●     The Spirit has a unique three menu operating system which will allow the user to 
choose from 3 pre-set menus - Advanced, Standard and Custom. The Standard 
menu is ideal for new starters who want to master the basic functions before 
moving on to some of the more advanced functionality (or even those experienced 
pumpers who only use a limited number of features). 

●     The pump does not have a remote control, but has two unique tactile buttons that 
allow for accurate dosing through your clothes, thus allowing for you to be discrete 
in public. 

●     5 different basal profiles - ideal for someone who has different profiles at different 
points in a menstruation or shift cycle. 

●     Bolus will step up in 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 or 2 units - ideal if you want one of those 
steps. 

●     Sold as a one pump set with the opportunity to buy a second subsidised pump as a 
back-up for those with who may require the extra security and convenience. Ideal 
for those who go beyond the range of mobile phones and next-day courier 
services. Possibly reassuring for those who never venture outside Greater London, 
but are nervous, or know something about the UK transport infrastructure that the 
rest of us don't. 

●     6 year warranty - all the others have 4 years. 
●     A hand help pump and blood glucose management system called Pocket Compass 

is due in the market towards the end of 2005. This system will link in with all the 
Accu-Chek pumps and meters to help you review and manage your control and 
trends. It will also have the functionality to help you with dosing calculations. 
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●     The PC interface that will allow for the customisation of the Custom menu and 
pump programming is only available towards the end of 2005. 

●     Has a good waterproof spec for up to an hour - possibly a good choice for those 
who find they can't cope with being pumpless while swimming - but not one for 
water sports people. However, the manufacturer insists that it is good practice to 
remove it before swimming as a precaution. 

Accu-Chek D-TRON Plus

 
D-TRON plus

The Accu-Chek D-TRON Plus pump is 
manufactured and distributed by Roche 
Diagnostics. Roche have taken over the pump 
operations of Disetronic. 

●     Contact details: 
❍     Website: www.accu-chek.co.uk 
❍     Email: lewes.insulinpumps@roche.com 
❍     Accu-Chek Pump Care Line 0800 

7312291 
●     Only insulin pump on the market that uses 

prefilled insulin cartridges (Humalog). This may be a useful function if you find it 
hard or cumbersome to self fill cartridges from vials. 

●     Only 2 different profiles - may not be ideal for someone who has different profiles 
at different points in a menstruation or shift cycle. 

●     Bolus will step up in 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, or 1 units - ideal if you want one of those steps. 
●     Pump only recalls last 10 boluses, 10 alarms and 7 daily totals - perhaps not ideal 

for someone who wants to check back over results but you can check back last 
1400 on the PC - so perhaps only a drawback for those few statistic-lovers who 
don't have a PC! 

●     Supplied as a 2 pump set rather than a one pump set - so you have your back-up 
already. Again, a feature that some people will find useful. 

●     On the other hand, though, it takes proprietary batteries - all the others take 
AA/Lithium or AAA - so if you're stuck without a battery for this pump, you're stuck 
- with another pump, you just have to find a chemists/photography shop - so you 
are probably better with the Spirit if the two-pumps feature is what is attracting 
you to the D-tron. 

●     The largest pump due to the prefilled cartridge feature - not the best choice if you 
want to wear the pump under clothing. Also, at just over 4 ounces, an ounce 
heavier than most other pumps - probably not a consideration for many, but might 
be important for a small child. 

●     Splash proof - the manufactures recommends that it is removed for swimming, 
showering or bathing. 

MiniMed Paradigm 512 and 712
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MiniMed Paradigm 512 and 712 insulin pumps

The Paradigm 512 and Paradigm 712 are 
similar pumps, but the 712 holds more 
insulin. 

●     Contact details: 
❍     Websites: www.minimed.com or 

www.medtronic.co.uk (no email 
contact, only form contacts on 
both websites). 

❍     Email: 
lorayne.haisman@medtronic.com 

●     48 rates per profile - which would 
seem ideal for someone who has need 
for different amounts of insulin at different times. 

●     The Paradigm pumps deliver insulin in 'lumps' of 0.1 units, whereas the other 
pumps split bolus delivery across the hour: so possibly not a good pump for 
someone with a daily insulin total under 30 units (with a Paradigm, an hourly bolus 
of 0.3 units is delivered, for example, at 3 20-minute intervals, other pumps will 
deliver it at 3-minute intervals (slightly slower for basal rates under 0.1 per hour). 

●     You tell it your blood glucose (or let your meter tell it your blood glucose!) or tell it 
how much carb you've just eaten, and it will suggest what you should bolus. Ideal 
for those who struggle with mental arithmetic, and those who don't remember 
what the BG reading was as soon as they close the meter down. 

●     Has a remote - this means you can tuck the pump underneath layers of clothing. 
Ideal for people who wear dresses without pockets, or who work in environments 
where they can't 'get at' their pump. 

●     Unlike the other pumps, which use what is called a 'luer lock', only sets designed 
for the Paradigm will work with the Paradigm. This will only be an issue if you find 
you are allergic to all the Paradigm sets... ask for samples of Paradigm and generic 
sets before making this choice if you think it possible you will react. You can take 
the inserter needle out of the set, and apply the sticky bit to yourself, without 
having to be pump-trained. 

●     Not certified as waterproof. If you go swimming you must take the pump off, or 
put it in a special waterproof casing. 

Animas IR1200

●     Contact details: 
❍     Animas IR1200 distributed by Diagnosys (address 

www.diagnosysmedical.com doesn't work... Google doesn't turn up anything - 
these people need a web designer!) 

❍     US website: www.animascorp.com 
❍     Post: 
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Animas IR1200 insulin pump

Advanced Therapeutics (UK) Ltd
Napier House
Corunna Court
Budbrooke Industrial Estate
Warwick CV34 5HQ 

❍     Email: 
estelle.lucas@diagnosysmedical.com 

●     Only 12 rates per profile - not ideal for 
someone who has need for different amounts 
of insulin at different times (if Lantus is a 
nightmare for you, this pump may not be the 
one for you). 

●     4 different profiles - ideal for someone who has different profiles at different points 
in a menstruation or shift cycle. 

●     Small step in boluses - 0.05 units. See also the Cozmo. Ideal for someone who has 
small boluses. 

●     Bolus speed adjustable (no data on how, though). 
●     You tell it your blood glucose or how much carb you've just eaten, and it will 

suggest what you should bolus. Even more cleverly, if you've still got insulin on 
board from a previous correction, it will take that into the calculation. Sounds ideal 
for those who struggle with counting. 

●     Has a reminder feature - ideal for the forgetful or busy. 
●     Waterproof - ideal for sports people, and some swimmers (i.e. those who find they 

can't cope with being pumpless while swimming). Suitable for scuba/subaqua. 
●     Only 200 units capacity (all others have 300 units). 
●     Coming soon! A computer interface - programme your pump from the comfort of 

the large screen on your PC (if you want this feature now, check out the Cozmo - 
the Paradigm allegedly has this too, but I've not been able to check this out). 

●     Pump can't be programmed from a computer. 
●     You can clip 'fashion' colour plates over the top. This is the narrowest pump, and 

so the one that makes the smallest lump when it is worn under clothing (e.g. under 
a suit jacket, in a bra). 

●     Coming soon! Animas 1250 - as above, but with programme in it that will calculate 
the carb, if you tell it what you're eating! And 'stickers' to decorate your pump 
with. 

If anyone has any trouble with these links, please contact John Davis from the charity 
INPUT: email input@care4free.net. John has direct access to all four companies. He also 
has every pump currently available in the UK and uses each one on a regular basis. He 
will answer any questions off list, but will not recommend any particular pump. You must 
make your own decisions. 

John says: Regarding availability of pumps. You have the right to choose which ever 
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pump you wish, despite some hospitals saying they only supply one or two pump types. 
I have this from the Dept of Health, so do not accept being "fobbed off". 

John also says: there should be no funding issues. If your consultant says you should 
have a pump, the PCT has to pay for it! Contact him if you are having any difficulties. 

I say: the differences between the pumps really are quite small - don't worry about 
making the 'wrong' choice - all the pumps work really well! I also suggest that you check 
out the gossip on the levels of service provided by each company. 

Further information

●     Diabetes UK pump information sheet 
●     Comparing pumps on the Diabetes Mall site. Not all these pumps are sold in 

Britain. 

Author: Pat Reynolds <pat@caerlas.demon.co.uk>. Pat Reynolds is not a medical 
professional. She has Type 1 diabetes and uses an insulin pump. The information given 
here is based on her own personal experience. More about Pat Reynolds... 

Created: June 2005; Last updated: Tuesday 4 July 2006 
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